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EDI!fORIAL

Jt has been a busy time! Few of the
Iitems I mentioned in the last edition of
THR have as yet come to fruition, but
though gestation may be slow, birth will
come! And here is another birth to
anticipate; the first volume of Christian
Philosophy by Eugene Halliday will go
to the printers very soon, and should be
rcady by late summer. We will let send
out order forms by post nearer the time.

Many ofyou have said how much you
enjoyed the ,Srzccess series by EH. That
has now ended, but I hope that you will
find the varied pieces by EH in this
edition a good altemative.

Summer is a coming in as I write, and
this means generally a slackening of
output as people seek sea and sand. I
have a feeling that this desk will remarn
busy! And the Tabley Talks will begin
again in the autumn; another Halliday
Review will be due, and several other
projects will be addressed. Meantime,
have happy Holydays!

The Editor

Our frotltispiece this time is a
psychographic portrait by Eugene
Halliday. h has no apparent title, but
something like 'Christ in Majesty"
suggests ituef Copies are available on
request, price Four Pounds. Printed on
anttque cream paper 14" x 9.7 5 "

EXPANSION
try Eugene Halliday

o expand consciousness is to
approach more nearly to God. It is to

become aware of the One Power which
is the source of all powers. For this one
must change. But change is difhcult for
it belongs to a double process: (l)
leaving the familiar; (2) entering into the
unfamiliar.

The familiar is the little sell we
already know; the larger self is one we
do not yet know; the largest selfis God.

At first we may need a concapt by
which to anchor the consciousness we
already know so as nol to lose ourself in
the illimitable void. For this we may at
fimt have to tum to some crced, or em-
brace some ritual procedue. Gradually
we may disclose for ourself what we
seek - the totally expanded self- God.
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We must know our self - the God-
Self in us - in every minutesl part: in
every moment. every instant of time, in
every place into which we enter.

Our old inertias and ancestral
psychograms must be broken into and
their €motive charges released and the
information contained in them added to
our conscious stores of remembered
expenences.

Expansion of consciousness implies
expansion of capacity of love. Or
expansion of love expands conscious-
ness. It is not enough to love only those
who love us: this is mercly to be
shopkeepers. We must love a/l things, all
beings, all creatures, simply because they
are expressions of the Supreme SelI -
the Creator-God ofall.

To love only those who are "like" us
is simply to love a projection ofour own
self, the little self, which is self-
defensive, and ftom this, aggressive to
all who do not serve its purposes.

Millions ofpeople in the East have
been conditioned to accept a fatalist view
ofthe world, a doctrine of Karma as the
debt that must be paid for past errors and
misdeeds. But these people have been
awakened by contact with Westem
technology and now seek fteedom and a
share in the world's goods.

We must leam how to respond
adequately to these people, and for this
we must expand our consciousness to
include their new views. And we must
help them to expand /rerr consciousness
to avoid the errors we have made.

We are not to forget that lhe eaflh is

God's footstool. We are to see all things
as what they are - modalities of God.
Only God rs. Error in little selves think
that selves exist in and for themselves
only, and that there is no God, no
Supreme Self.

Everyone has the Messiah within,
the Emanuel - God-with-us. But every-
one has also all the disciples wilhin,
including Judas. whose life-view is
materialistic, and so betrays the God
within.

Eyil is not overcome with evil. Force
is not overcome by force, but merely
causes reactions oflike nature. Even ifa
people is apparently reduced to passivity,
it is not really so, but the energy which
has been repressed in them is busy,
working out a way of retaliation, and
when it finds it, it will use it.

Evil cannot be overcome with evil,
but love can overcome it. But for this to
happen there must be patience, bom of
expanded awareness. Evil is antilife, and
what in the living is anti-life is bom of
fear. To deleat evil we must give no
occasion of fear. To awaken fear is to
rouse records of arrcesttal damages
received and recorded in living proto-
plasm. We must convince the fearful that
they are wrong to fear. We must show by
our actual harmlessness that we are not
creatures to be afraid of. The hidden fear-
records in our protoplasm constitute our
subconscious or unconscious mind. If we
had no fears of harms or possible
deprivations, we would not need an
unconscious; all our experience-records
would be immediately available as
required.
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To make all our experience-records
immediately available for use, we must
become harmless; lor ifwe have intent to
harm others, we must become afraid of
retaliation, and so hide fiom ourselves
our own intent, because this intent
justifies retaliation against us. We cannot
afford to be in the wrong, and so must
represent our-self as right. But this is
m r'.representation, and so suppresses the
facts in our mind. And this suppression is
the cause of the existence of the un-
conscious mind in us.

Protopathic associations of food with
persons who in tlte past have caused one
to suffer, may produce an allergic react-
ion to those foods. Indigestion may thus
in certain cases be psychogenic. To cure
it one may have to locate recorfu ol
harms received, and forgtue the harm-
doers.

To be able to forgive a person, one
must see that in that penon's position,
with that person's heredity, temper-
ament, disposition, ideas and feelings,
one would have done as he did. "There

but for the grace of God go I. ''

In the unconscious the physical body
is like a relief map present€d to memory.
It behaves in a taxic-reactive manner to
all the memories of its experiences,
pleasant or painful.

lhe Splnt Ol lrulh. the Comlorter,
the Paraclete, can tell us, if we wish to
know it, what is the content of our un-
conscious mind. But we must face fear-
lessly what it shows us. The petty ego
must not be allowed to block what it
shows.

Change of life camot come to one

who hates change. We must face our
need to change. We must set up the static
electric charge ftom the eadh (our body)
to lure down the lightning flash fiom
above. We must reach to ask God to send
down the healing force. The petty ego
can do nothing ofitselfto change itself.
But the true self can say, "I can do all
things through the grace of God." With
this grace one can do anything. To know
this is to gain peace ofmind.

"To him tlat overcomes I will give a
new name; to him that overcomes will I
give to eat oftho tree of life which is rn
the midst of the garden of God." This
garden is Eden (: non-judgement);
paradise (: beyond division). It is the
wholeness in the irmermost centre of our
berng. To overcome the divisionist out-
look is to re-enter paradise and to be-
come as one was before one's fall into
separatrvrty.

"To overcome" is to rise above the
divisionism ofthe petty ego. One is not
to struggle against it, but to conquer it
with love. Love transmutes all things, for
it restores them to their true place, which
is in God.

To acquire a virtue, one must assume
that it is aheady there inside one's being.
"Believing, you shall receive." Because
it is there in us, it can be developed and
led into expression.

A goveming concept is one that rules
our thought and so our feeling, will and
life. To choose the right goveming
concept is to choose the right life. The
right goveming concept is Theocracy.

God (Theos) is infinite pow€r-intel-
ligence-presence. To choose to subject
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oneselfto this is to place oneself on the
right side in the battle of life.

To overcome is not to repress but
hanscend,

We transcend a lower level by
allying our selfto a higher concept. It is
harmful to identiry oneselfas a failure, a
'bom loser', not worthy of people's
consideration. We are not to be fearful of
confessing need for help if we need it.
Know, seek, ask, and help will come.
Association with good-willed positive
penons can help one out of negative
sBres.

To transcend a lower level, habit
must be broken. Each person tends to
believe another person's habit easier to
break than his own. Habits are broken by
focus on other things: "Spend no strength
denying the evil, steadfastly affirm the
good". We are not to think that we
cannot break a habit and that therefore it
is foolish to try. It helps to see the total
unprofitability ofa habit. wllerc profit is
belieyed present, then habits tend to
persist.

See through the logological wofih-
lessness of a habit and it will fall away.
Ask yourselfifChrist would so act. Put
Him in your place: this is mysti'cal
substitution, a most powerful ally. "In

Chdst Jesus I can do all things." This rs
real communion, the true Eucharist
which brings God's spirit into action rn
one's flesh and blood.

Do not see as the world sees; see
reality as Jesus sees it. J€sus Chdst is a
real person, not a baseless image. Call on
Him; see with His eyes; hear with His
gars; touch reality as He touched it. 'The

Summer 1998

fool sees not the same tree the wise man
sees."

Look up to Christ and walk on the
waters oflife. Look down and sink like
Peter. To look down is to fall under old
habits. Look up to the noumenon. What
is gained truly will not be lost. If you
forget, look up again, and you will find it
still therc. Christ is the Logos, the
Supreme Noumenon.

Reinforce truth by reading every
truthful writer, and by talking, when
possible, with truthful thinken. Thus
stay in the realm of spirit.

"Be pedect as God is perfect." God
is Infinite Intelligent Power, His
pedection is His complete Now-
Hereness with Himself. He is fully
present with Himself. We can do the
same with our sell Jesus Christ does not
tell us to do what is beyond our power.
Rev.iii 12 says we shall "go no more
out", when we have attained the goal.
For we shall know that our place is
within, not without. Inward is our
spirituality and lreedom; outward is
sensuality and slavery. Three effors tend
to bind us: the lust ofthe eye; the lust of
the flesh; and pride ofself The inertia of
these tend to lead to their rcpetitioq if
-!re \e\ Dtrne\\es \otk tr\lrl .lal'rlt'r l'rfih
up.

We need self-discipline (discoupling
of the self ftom lower things, from the
three errors). By this we rise to our
original relation with our creator.

Inward is upward, in the initiative.
Outward is downward, under the slavery
of contingency stimuli.
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Petty ego is really reactivity to outer
stimuli. True self will is initiative, the
action offree spiritual intelligent power.

Spiritual osmosis is the permeation
of self by the being of God. as seen in
Jesus Christ. By such osmosis man
becomes eflectively divine.

By subjection to contingent stimuli
man builds a false image ofhimself, and
thus reacts to every outer stimuli. By
transcending the outer stimuli, man
builds a true image of himself, and
retains contact with his centre of divine
initiative.

The physical body during its
activation generates toxins which tire it,
and dictate the need for rcst for the
elimination ofthese. The spirit during its
activation does not generate toxins and
so does not tire or need rcst, for spirit
acts instantly and always uniquely, and
so does not repeat its acts.

We are to seek God in His creation
most near to us, i.e. in our own (:owed
to God) self.

Cosmos is rh14hmical. So are we rn
the true centre of our being. Contingent
stimuli interfere with our natual rhlthm,
brcaks the true movement ofthe soul. To
leam effectively we arc to let ourselves
act rhlthmically, feel rhythm in what we
have to leam. Right relation with God is
rhyhmical, is in the feeling life of the
heart, not in mentation. Singing is nearer
to God than is talking.

Intellect and mentation have use for
ordinary living in the material world, but
cannot actually reach spirit. Creativity is
not ftom mentation or intellect, but from
the intuition. Verbal slavery inlibits

intuition. Words may block true
perception by setting up an image from
memory of a misinterpreted event.

If a problem seems hard to solve,
define it, then let it lapse fiom conscious-
ness. It will return with its solution.
Linear, serial thinking impedes gestalt
vision.

Soak yourself in works of beauty,
sculpture, architecture, music, painting,
dancing, etc. These encouage gestalt
awareness and rhy.thm. The great rhythm
of the cosmos will harmoniously
structure your being,

Recreation is re-creation. " A chanBe
is as good as a rest." Brain{hinking
creates toxins which block thought. Grve
your brain-cells a rest from considerafion
of a particular problem by changing to
another subject.

Cosmic law operates whether we
know of it or not. This law says that
what we do with love is done better than
what we do with hate. Thus we should
choose to do things that we love, do
them thoroughly (-hroughJy). What we
love to leam we can leam more easily
than things we hate.

We influence for good what we do
with love, and for evil what we do with
hate. Even cooking and other arts are
affected by feeling-states.

Work not for your own glory, nor for
that of others ofthe material world, but
for the glory of God, the Supreme
Worker and Creator, for He has all the
best designs. Thus one becomes a co-
creator with God. God is the pattem;
man's soul is the clay. The clay must be
modellable, not too still.
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Do not waste energy on irritations,
envies, spites, resentments and rebellious
activities. Accept your creator's will.
Content is containedness in God. It is not
suppression of tendencies, but
contentment with God's will for us. We
do not want to pre-plan our lives, nor use
force to attain our private ends, but to
allow God's intention for us to operate.

"The desert shall rejoice andblossom
as the rose." For this we must tend and
water and fertilise our irmer desert. Then
the divine spirit works in this desert.
Then there is conversion, managed by
the spirit.

Conversion results in harmonisation
of the whole being, not merely the
physical level ofit. The effective power
in conversion is God's love, which is the
basal power of cosmos. God's love is a
giving love. Lower level ' love' in
mankind is misnamed and is desire for
petty-ego satisfactions.

Love is the highest power in the
universe. It is the expression of pure
spirit. It is not desire for pleasure as seen
in mankind. Yet man may have to
approach it through such desire. Parental
love may protect the child until it has
grown up. Then God is seen to be the
source ofthat parental 1ove.

At maturity, sex love shows as a
powerful urge, upon which depends the
future ofmankind. Yet this urge is to be
raised to the level where it is seen as of
divine origin; sex-power is one with the
force that holds together the atom and the
world. It is the law of polarisation at
work in living bodies. We should view
sex with awe, because ofits mysterious
power.

Sex leads to mutual sacrifice that
transcends mere ego satisfaction. Sex
causes also self-sacrifice for the sake of
the future of progeny, and so is part of
evolution.

Love is the power that directs all life.
Through love we leam of the cosmtc
creative principle. The principle oflove
is unity, a denial of exclusiveness. Its
one aim is creation at ever higher levels.
It is God.

We move towards more or less life.
"I have this day set before you life and
death, therefore choose life." Death, like
gravity, pulls us downwards; life lifts us,
and is the call ofspirit, as gravity is the
call ofmatter. Gravity holds us down for
a time, so that we do not drift away into
outer space. Love is the same power at a
higher level, calling us towards
integration. Hence love's healing power.

Where love is not, disintegration
occun. Love and death oppose each
other as the forces of integration and
disintegration.

Paul uses "agape" for the kind of
love that Jesus showed. Agape is a living
power, flowing through all life and
transforming every relationship. bringing
co-operative stength.

By agape we participate in Chdst's
suffering for mankind. When Gandhi's
pupils behaved badly, he apologised for
not having taught them properly, and
then fasted for three days. He asked God
and the boys to forgive him. They asked
him not to fast for their sake, and
declared they would not rep€at the error.

Jesus placed himself on the cross to
show mankind how to respond to evil
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deeds. He asked God to forgive men, as
not knowing the implications of what
they were doing.

To make the desert blossom, we
must see all things as expressions of
divine love, even when things appear to
be evil. If we feel unloving, we cut
ourselves off from divine love. If we
cease to love those who act badly
towards us, we caffrot recall them to
relation with us. Only if we bring our-
selves again into love can we regain a
loving relation.

God loves His creatures in spite of
their failings. "He who judges us is He
who made us." To receive God's love,
we must tune ourcelves to receive it, by
loving God and His creation. We must
love the highest in everyone, and not be
repelled by the lowest. Love is the
universal solvent, Compassion enters
undentanding, and love absolves all
elror.

The highest love is radiant, poum
ever out as blood ftom the heart into all
the arteries and veins, to retum to itself.

Love frustrated can become hate.
Then destruction is willed instead of
constnrcuon.

"Out of the same mouth proceeds
blessings and cursings." (James 3.10)
"Death and life are in the power of the
tongue." (Prov. 18.21)

Luther Burbank talked a cactus into
losing its thoms by telling it that the
thoms were not needed. After several
generations the thoms were no longer
there. Today this cactus provides drink m
the westem plains for beasts or men.

"Anything will give up its secret if
you love it enough." (George
Washington Carver)

"Remember ye not the former things,
neither consider the things of old.
Behold, I will do a new thing now. It
shall spring forth: shall ye not know it? I
will even make a way in the wildemess
and rivers in the desert." (Isaiah 16.18)

What power in a dnrg helps the body
to heal? In the drug the power is from
God, and acts upon the power in the
body, which is also from God.
Recuperation power is from God. Wlry
not go directly to God? Is the material
drugjust because we believe we need a
material aid?

There is one invisible world ofpure
energy behind the visible universe.
Matter is but a modality of energy.
"Laying on ofhands" may be one way of
applying energy to a sick person. But the
opemtor must know that he is but a
pathway for divine power. "Of myself I
can do nothing. My Father doeth the
work", said Jesus. By becoming a
channel for divine power, one may
become instrumental in healing the sick.



THE DEF'ENCE Otr
IfFilE DEVNL
by David Mat owe

very man has a book in him. The
book refened to in the old saying is

the story of his life, the accumulated
experience and resulting attitudes that
make up the being. So tbe basic book in
every being is an autobiography. In this
view, Eugene Halliday's book "The

Defence of the Devl/" is, as he declares,
"an autobiographical revelation". Like
anything else EH said, this has to be
examined with care. Is the auto-
biographer Lucifer himself, speaking
through EH? Or is he the man whose
name is on the book, namely Eugene
Halliday? I would say "both".

As far as I know, Zie Defence ofthe
Devil was EH's first book, and it con-
tains all his other books by implication.
Each ofthe other works is an aspect of
Defe4ce. Each of the other books is a
prose explication ofa great and universal
poem, which Dqferre undoubtedly is.

Some readers, especially those
unfamiliar with Hallidayean modes of
thought, are intimidated by the subject
and by the swirling power of the
language. It is quite overwhelming,
particularly when read aloud. But its
power is based in the universality of its
subject, and when one listens to the tone
and character of the narralor, Lucifer,
one finds that he is surprisingly
accessible. He speaks clearly, to the
point, and with piercing intelligence.

But the logic ofthe Lucifer story rs
very compelling. Here is the familiar

universal theme ofthe Fall, except that in
this ve$ion it has a conscious motive, a
down-going rather than a disgrace.
Lucifer is the brightest and the best
under God. Is it likely that so high an
intelligence could not foresee the result
of his act? Are we to suppose that he
who is closesl to God would plunge him-
self unknowingly into blind ignorance?

No. The story as interpreted by EH
is much more attractive. Here is the Son
of God the original and prime manifest-
ation of an unseen Father, intelligently
operating a developmental process of
involution/evolution so as eventually to
regenerate the light of the brightest and
best in his own self-darkened flesh. But
because of the deprivation of the light,
and the consequent stuggle to regenerate
it in the fallen world, the re-appearance
of Lucifer as the Christ-light has this
great difference. The light is now
reflexively conscious of itself as light.

The light not only is, but it fzons
that it is. And becavse ofthe suffering of
the light in the dark world's separativity
(we remember here Goethe's statement
that the light is hurt by the prismatic
breakup of its wholeness) it is an
established, unquenchable reality when it
retums. The Chdst who emerges ftom
Lucifer's probing and proving in the dark
world is strengthened by the conflict, and
sure in his unbreakability.

It is important when reading Defence
to put aside any dualistic thoughts of
good and evil, and never the twain shall
meet. Here there is only the majestic
unfolding ofGod's plan from generation
through degeneration to regeneration. It
is one and flowing, a seamless process.
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Where we become confused is in the
naming of the functions within that
process. The light-bearer is Lucifer; the
lighrdepriver is Satan; the light
regenerator is Jesus Chdst. But light
present, light hidden, light revealed, are
all aspects ofone Light. Lucifer, Satan,
and Jesus Christ are all names ofGod in
act. (William Blake hints at this when he
says, "You worship the Devil as God.")
We must not divide the whole, nor must
we confuse the pelsons.

Dualism, Monism, Pluralism; all
these isms obscue the fact of what we
can best call the 'not-two-ness' of God.
We can deduce from His manifestations
in time that He is One, or that He rs
Dual, or a Trinity, or Maay, and all these
are true in their proper conterd, namely,
the holistic reality of the Absolute
Sentient Power. It is when we see Jesus
as separate ftom Lucifer that we fall into
confusion. They might better be de-
scribed as two sides of one coin. Even
bett€r to describe them as "not two".
They are all simply different functions
within one History.

So The Defence of the Devil is to be
understood as a heroic and majestic
poem aboul the nature of lhe Creation
and Being. Like the Great Symbol ofthe
cross in the circle (with which it rs
exactly commensuat e) Defence corlta.f,:ls
all there is. To study it prop€rly is to
explicate its meanings down to the
smallest and up to the highest man can
reach.

Each of us must, in ow unique
mode, echo in our being all the phases of
the Lucifer/Salan/Jesus story. Each of us
has finally to follow their/his example,

for so it is set down. An autobiographical
revelation? Certainly. Written by Eugene
Halliday? Certainly. Or by the Devil?
That too, for it is all the story ofGod rn
acI.

Only after writing the above did I
discover in the Archive the lollowing
article, written in the third person! D.M.

LUCXFER.-SAT,.\N
by Eugene Halliday

t'I.tradition says that Lucifer, the

I brightest of the angels. revolted
I against God's appointment for

him, and willed fiom pride to elevate
himselfabove his given position. Butler
says, "so far, God has written all the
books; we have not heard the devil's side
of the story." Halliday inhrs Defence of
the Devil sives a version of tle Devil's
side, gainJd in f . *

The Devil might have argued thus,
(for he was well equipped in intellect):
God made light by putting Himself
through a certain process in which the
first step was a self-compressive act
(Satum) followed by a centritugal flight
(Jupiter) from the compression pain, thus
producing an occasion of pursuit
(Mercury) which generated heat (Mars)
which produced incandescence (Sol)
with resulting mitigation and love
(Venus), the whole process being con-
tained as a body (Luna).

If God can do this, and God is a
continua** or seamless power, then the
same operation can be performed in any
zone within that power. The angels are

l 0
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primary encapsulations of that power,
and have the same essential creativity as
their Creator, God. But every zone of
encapsulation is an act ofthe continua-
power performed in the place of the
encapsulation, and so is self-encap-
sulated (where "self' means the power
that binds itself into sepamtivity of
function). So every angel is self-created
and an author ofits own being, and so an
authority for its own self-action.

Lucifer, as such a self-authority,
decided to push himself to the limit of
self-enlightenment by duplicating the
divine light-creating process of God. In
this process, Lucifer went farther than
God had done, for God had limited the
amount of light generated in the angelic
zones in order to stop short of self-
impedance. Lucifer determined to
investigate the possibilities of sell
encapsulation to the absolute limit. To
this end, using the fint stage of the
process as God had done in crcating him.
he carried this power beyond the stage
appointed by God and so precipitated
himself to the utmost possible degree of
compression. This caused total self-
irnpedance, with the result that the whole
Luciferan body was condensed down to
the level ofgross material stones. At this
point his name changed fiom Lucifer to
Satan, fiom "Light-bearer" to "self-

crucified serpent".

Thus Satan was "the stone that put
the stars to flight". The universe as we
know it is expanding. The slars are jn
flight from the centre of a colossal
implosion. The "Big Bang" was a bang
inwards. The expanding universe and the
flight of the stan is a reaction to this
implosion. As soon as the gross mineml

world had been so precipitated, God (the
Infinite Sentient Power) set to work to
profit from it. This He did by invading
the surface of the Satanic sphere and
using its dust to form bodies of plants,
animals and man, and into man breathing
a special spirit oflife, such that men had
the potential of dominion over the rest of
creation.

Having made man bi-polar Godthen
exposed him to temptation ftom the
subtlest of the creatures of the Satanu
earth. Man fell, first in his femirline half,
then in his male part. Thus man was
committed to a long course ofempirical
research into the process and meaning of
creation. He has not yet completed the
course,
*This symbol refers to the immediate input of

spirit, btpassing lhe brain. me empry receptive
chalice receives the verlical shaft of spirit-
infornation.

aaEE preferred this spelling, because he said
the 'm' in'continuum' implied a closure.

A 9 , i ,€YED sNlBgr r  A6ouT io
fakE rs€ LAST R'{aDo.i4{Nur

l t
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']|HR.EE tsR*A,INS
by Eugene Halliday

an may be viewed as at present
possessing three brains, one

functioning like a snake, one like a dog,
one like a man,

The snake brain, very primitive,
functions on the triple S: Sensual Self
Satisfaction, pursuing its aim in wha!
ever ways seem immediately rewarding,
whether direct (the strike at the prey) or
indirect (the devious, subtle approach, to
get within striking distance). The snake
lives in first immediacy, like a child, or
a woman who wants what she wants
when she wants it. The snake is a
solitary predator.

The dog brain functions like a pack
animal. a wolf. except that domeslication
has made the dog a slave ofman, its food
provider, head-patter and punisher-
trainer. Thus the dog is tail-wagger,
appreciator of food-provider, companion
"walkie-goer", the pedect sycophant,
living for head-pats and food and
"walkies".

The man brain functions like an alert
accountant-bookkeeper, recording all
lransactions and relationships and their
profits and losses, doing "nothing for
nothing, and very little for a ha'penny".

The three bmin functions exist ln
each human being, with varying degrees
of efficiency or inefficiency, seizing
dominance each moment, one ftom the
others. In most people there is no over-
riding control over them, so that no
established order of function exists in
them, and so no actually highly efficient
function. Only by intense and long self-

discipline can one create the conditions
of the growth of a fourth brain, a
conscious coordinator.

(See the Joan Crane poem below)

APOEM
by Joan Crane

The snake-brain said to the doe-brain- lhere rs no boo.
Eat this aople. I am your ftiend.'
The dos-biain said 

-
'I don'aeat apples.
Anlrvav. Goifis my friend.
I scie hiin in the mirror.'
Said the snake-brain. 'How can this be?
It is yourselfyou see,'
'Man-brain tells me'. said lhe dog-brain.'to see Yoursell as otn€rs see
is an ininossibilitv'.
How, th-en, can that mirrored One
be me?
'Eat this apple,' said the snake-brain.'There is ri<i God but me.'
'How can vou. snake.
sav there is no God
and vet that you are He?'
Confused d<ig-brain looked to snake-

brain
seeking honesty

I nev gazeo
into-etch other's eves.
Man ate the apple 

-

What a surpri3e !

Indigestion for all three.
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TI{E PENITEI{T TFIIEF'
by Eugene Fnanniday

Lord Jesus. Thou on whom the wide world hangs
as once hungst Thou upon the Universal Cross,
keeo Thou riv heart as Thou keepsl Thine,
thafalso I mav hans beside Thee on Thv tree,
a oenitent thidfseekinp. this day to be with Thee
iri oaradise bevond the-reach ofthis world's dreams.

And my impenitenl self, another rhigt. help me
to loos6 tha't one. so spiritually blind,
ftom this world's sadbondase.
Let this noor thief. whose sore conlracted heart
cannot riake open its so-cold shuttered doors,
receiv_e Thy warmiqg lorre's kind rays,
secretlv. so that tts leafiul sell
shall nirt close all its curtained window'd walls
against Thy searching light.

Thus shall the impenitent thief, a shrunJ<en self,
be also rurned. to-ioin the penitent one.
Then shall mv soil not be in ceaseless strife,
within its owir embahled tower. two estanged

but each shall broth", be to th" *"akenesdelutfih
and both in service to Thysell

Ah. to be oned uDon Thv cross wilh thee!
The wondering *orld will stand most high amazed
to see no lmDenltent one mrnq tnere
mockins thd Saviour ofthe "iorld,
but rathEr Th-ree in paradisic harmony,
Thou and mv two sblves at last reclaimed
ftom the severance oftheir contra wills.

Our cross. now painless, shared by lhree.
No sement enmitv be here, no diVergent aims
but all made one within Thv compassing heafl.
We three shall hold the One Creai Truth,
which Thou hast brousht within the world
in three minds at-onedwith Thine own.

Lord Jesus. Thou on whom the wide world hangs,
grant that most speedily my dual soul shall grow
to hasle the dav. lhat we lnree nang as one
joyfully on Thy-blessed cross.
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f n this diagram we see a
Itriple circle jn which is
inscribed the six-pointed
star, or double triangle,
intemal to which is another
circle containing a five-
pointed star, intemal to
which is another circle
containing another six-
pointed star.

The three lines
circumscribing the large
circle symbolise the threefold nature of
all beings, the Power, Form and Funct-
ion which appear in Christian symbology
as the Father, Son and Holy Ghost. This
large circle represents the bound of
Macrocosmos, the Order or Law of the
Great Universe.

The six-pointed star, or double
triangle, inscribed within this large
circle, s),rnbolises the primary polarity of
Universal Being. This polarity is that
referred to in the book ofGenesis, where
it is said, "Man is made in God's image,
male and female," indicating the primary
polarity in the source ofcreation, which
polarity appears in organic life at the
individual level as sexuality.

This universal polarity presents itself
to us under the dual aspect of force and
matter, the principle of change-initiator
Md mass inertiq.

Wilhin lhe hexagon of the six-
pointed star is a circle containing a five-
pointed star. A five-pointed star

SYMtsOLOGY

symbolises man as the
being informed through his
five senses, empirical man
staading upon the earth,
his arms outstretched to
receive the data of natual
stimuli upon which his
mind must f€ed in order to
bdng himself into relation
with the objective world.

It is to be observed
that only one point of the

five-pointed star may correspond with a
point ofthe six-pointed star, and that the
other four points are out of phase with
the rest ofthe Macrocosmic star. On the
one point of conespondence it would be
in order for us to write the word Hearing,
for "Hear, O Israel" is the first
commandment.

Onlyby heartngthe Truth, the Tomh
or Law of Cosmic Being can one begin
to grow the necessary organ, the sixth
sense, which will bring our five-sense
man into harmony with the Macrocosmic
Being.

Fortunately for us, inscribed in the
centre ofthe five-pointed star is a circle
containing the intemally projected image
ofthe macrocosmic six-pointed star. This
image symbolises that in us, ofwhich we
may become aware and by means of
which w€ attain Macrocosmrc
Consciousness.

To attain this consciousness we must
bring ourselves to undentand the baslc

This thefourth in a series ofmeditations desiged dhd iaritten by Eugene Halliday

Meditation Guide
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polarity of our being appearing as
initiqtive-force and mqss-inefiia, Ihe
basic polarity of which the Freudians
were led, by 19o century naive material-
ism, lo misinterprel as indicating physio-
logical sexual processes, or specifically
the genitalia. These processes are, tn
fact. merely the physiological objectific-
ation at the individual level of micro-
cosmic polarised forces, deriving from,
and projected within, the Macrocosmic
Polarised Power Field.

Only by realising the Macrocosmic
souce of the microcosmic polarised
forces can we release ourselves from the
dictatorship of non-individuated impuls-
es within our being, and thus gain the
freedom of body, mind, soul and spirit
rve pusue.

On this occasion the feature consists of
two sides of a quarto sheet which EH
calledA.S.P. DeJinil,onr. Some of them
will be familiar to readers, but they arc
worth printing in full.

God The infinite, sentient, moving
pow€r of etemality - Spirit.

Soul The circumscribed spirit of God
encapsulat€d in creatules.

Immortality The continuum's imposs-
ibility of disintegrating.

Truth The etemal, infinite, sentient
motion and its implications. Death and
Resurection.

Conscience The function of knowledge
as guide to action in relationships.

Responsibility & response-ability The
passive and active modes ofresponse to
stimulus situations.

Duty The shadow of love. What one
would do ifone loved considered as the
model of action for those who don't.

Society The saviour of those men who
cannot save themselves.

Creation The process which circum-
scribes zones of motion in the infinite
continuum of sentient power. The mode
of production of finite, individuated
beings.

Salvation The washing away of the
insulating effect of individual action, so
that the individual rcgains relational
function with other individuals and with
the continuum.

Sin The missing ofthe supreme mark by
the setting up and aiming at inferior or
finite marks. To sin is to aim finitely, and
so become insulated from one's infinite
potentialities of the continuum.

Retribution The effect of sin or isolating
action upon its initiating. It comes ftom
the adjustments of the continuum and
other beings' reactions to the actions.

Hell Frustration of will either lor short,
medium or long terms. Frustration in the
3-foldbeing (called etemity) which is the
sentient power continuum, is caused by
the failure of the individual will to
release itself from the sellcontradictory
nature of its oum desires, and the
impossibi l ity of the continuum allowing
their satisfaction. One may be in Hell
(fiustated) for a time, "forever" (for a
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cycle ofcreation) or in etemity. (Etemity
is not a lot of time. It is the self-existent
3-aspected infinite sentient power, It
frustrates from itself any attempt of an
individual motion-pattem to sever itself
from the continuum and operate without
being affected by the continuum or its
other motion-pattems.)

Love The working for the development
of the potentialities of being.

Justice The balancing of motion-pattems
against each other in the continuum. (V.
Retribution)

Punishment The reduction of power
resulting fiom the attempt to isolate
oneself ftom the continuum.

Reward Conferring ofmore power upon
a being ftom its becoming aware of and
acting upon its fuller relation with the
continuum.

Art The articulation of existential
elements in such a manner as to restore
to them their relations with each other
and with the substratum continuum.

Science The analyical and synthesising
process whereby man becomes con-
scious oftle sepamte elements ofreality
(motion-pattems) and of their rclations
with each other in the continuum of
motron-power.

Philosophy The constructing of thought
systems aimed to give some formal
explanation of total rcality to the
intellect.

Religion The binding-back into relation
with each other and their source of
beings tending to fall out ofrelation.

Magic The production of action
direct action of the will on

continuum of motion. Individual magic
may initiate actions which the continuum
then carries into effect. White magic acts
on the truth of the continuum. Black
magic aims at isolation from the con-
tinuum and is therefore inefficient
against beings knowing the continuum,
or against beings of great inertia.

Superstition The building upon reality
ofideas ofthings which are not function-
ally true. Ineffectual ideations such as
black magicians try to encouage in
others in order to reduce them to a
suggestible state in which their actions
may be controlled by the black magician.

Nature The zone of circumscribed
actions in which creatures come into
existence and have their relations.

Matter Closed motion-systems
presenting resistance to other such
systems.

Ha-torah The Law of Power or Spirit
Individuated, as Creator, or as God-the-
Father-force, producing His Logos-Son,
and functioning through Him as the Holy
Spirit or Ghost. The outflow of Father
and Son patteming events.

by
the
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Dear Editor,

Some years ago I asked Eugene
about 'accidents', and his reply some-
what surprised me as he said that there
was no such thing as an accident.

Ifthis is the case, why does the word
exist? Perhaps we misunderstand its
meaning.

My view was that in a universe
which allowed for free will and arbitrir-
iness, the unpredictable was highly
possible and that accident, the un-
planned, must be allowed for.

To say that every situation was
somehow part of a great plan, in which
accident did not exist, creates echoes rn
the mind that we are, after all, part of a
great machine. Something which I feel
uncomfortable with.

What prompted this question was a
family which included three small
children. They were al1 killed in a motor
accident.

It seems diffrcult to accept that at
some level these children actually made
the conscious choice which ultimately
placed them on the back seat ofthe car
and made them responsible for their own
deaths.

This 'accident' happened on a clear
day, at moderate speed when the vehicle
suddenly veered into the path of a
chemical tanker.

Was this not an accident beyond the

will and intention of three small
children?

(An accident is something which is not
essential, but is caused by falling into
idektifcation with contingent relation
(literally, touchind. In the state of follen
identiJication with pa ials, (which makes *s
pattiol in our understandikg,) 14,e can
believe that what befalls us is an essential of
our being. It is ;h this sense that Eugene
used the word accident. It means 10 fall 

". If
we could see the whole spectrum of
beingness, instead of a very narrowly
converged palt of it, we would see thot
everything ;n the uhiretse is essentially
interlinked, and that whatever befalls a
bei g is a result of his or her place in the
continua ofpower. All events are caused by
other events, and every action has an equal
ahd opposite reaction. The A.S.P knows all
and gfues to us what we have lonwingly or
unknowingly asl.,ed for. The little children n
the car may not have been ordinarily aware
of the reason for the crash, but the A.S.P.
does. If we go to the A.S.P. vre knov't the
meaning of everything that happens in the
interlinked web of life. If we do not we
remain in ignorafice of causation, and think
that thete is mere accident. God knows the

fall of every spartow, and the reason fol it.
This is not to vy !ha! we are mere puppels:
we are not. The seemingly arbttrary ature
of some events has, i fact, very good
reasons for happening.

We tend to use the word hccident" to
tuean 'the uiexpected", and the
'lherplai able ". This is only so for us who
do not go to God for an answer. In Him
there are fio accidents, only willed cause
and effect.

Ile ofteh think such tagedies should
not be allowed to happen. Don Juan Mateus
would have said, 'They were in the fight
place and time. What happened was fot
them'l Editor)
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SEXU,\L
R.EPR.ODUC']f ION

Key to a Mystery

by Eugene Halliday

hallow water, monocellular
orgamsms recerve more sun enelgy

(light, heat. Chemical rays) than deeper
water organisms. The shallow water
beings are Sun creatures, tle deep water
ones are Moon creatues. Sun creaturgs
are better fed by solar radiations and so
are more dlmamic and active, and so
better integrated than the less well-fed
Moon creatues. The Sun creatures, as
more active, travel farther and are rnore
adventurous than the Moon creatures.
The Sun creatures are more aggressive,
positive and initiating, and the Moon
creafures more passive, negative and
receptiye and, lrom food-deprivation,
more hungry. Thus when the two kinds
meet, the Sun creatures tend to attack the
Moon creatues and treat them as passrve
prey, while the Moon creatures, when
attacked, try to engulfthe Sun creatures
and to use them as food, which, if they
can be broken down (digested) can be
done. This is more possible if the Sun
creature attacking happens, from
whatever reason, to be relatively lower
than usual in energy.

But in general the Sun crcature ts
better integrated than the Moon creature,
so that if engulfed by the Moon creature,
the Sun creatue, instead ofbeing broken
down and digested, begins to eat up the
substance ofthe Moon being, and so to
grow at the moon being's expense inside
the Moon being. When it is too big to be

retained, the Sun being bursts out ofthe
Moon being.

This process is repeated over untold
stretches oftime, unlil the Sun and Moon
beings are habituated to the dual process
and accept it as a usual process of life.
Thus arises the process of so-called
sexual reproduction, which reaches its
so-far highest level in human beings. The
relation is that ofpredator (Sun) and prey
(Moon).

In their repeated interrelation over
millions ofyears, each gains experience
of the other and is to some degree con-
ditioned by this experience. Exchange of
physical chemistry occus, and with this
a change in the psycho-somatic respons-
iveness of each to the othel and to the
elements of the environment. To some
degree each partakes of both sun and
moon creatures characteristics, and so
may be viewed as a hermaphrodite with
either a sun (male) or moon (female)
supershess. So although the sun-beings
and the moon-beings may be viewed as
different species of the one original
monocellular life. yet the results oftheir
union, lhe offspring theyjointly produce,
partakes of both natures.

The human child has male and
female characteristics, and so the
possibility of undersranding both species.
But the bi-polar human. as protoplasm. js
a perfect recording substance, and so
retains records of its experiences of
aggressing and of being aggressed
against. of being predaror and of being
preyed upon.

Every human being is both predator
and prey. penetralor and penelrated,
active and passive, aggressive and
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sufferer, initiator and follower, feeder
and fed-upon, hero and heroine. As such,
a bi-polar human being, however
'sexually' superstressed, is bi-valent to
all life-experiences, has sun-power and
high-energy aggressive initiative, and
moon-hunger, low-energy, fearful
inertia. Every positive, confident man
holds within his protoplasm a negative,
unsure female; every female hides within
her surface passivity aad receptiyity a
deeply hidden active, aggressive, male
component.

But awareness ofthe human being's
bi-polarity is not yet 'comfortable'. A
society that has striven to keep separate
the two qualities, disallows the bi-polar
individual human being because of the
difficulty of categorisation and control.
Human beings have, as a consequence,
been ushered into silence about their real
bi-polarity. A tacit conspiracy has grown
up, that the individual is to behave as if
either merely male, or merely female,
and not both. But the conspiracy has led
to suppression of knowledge ofthe real
bi-polarity of human beings, to the
degree of practical ignorance of each
superstressed being's hidden polar
characteristic. From this has arisen the
apparent failure of males to understand
females, and vice versa.

The problem of male-female
interrelations, either within or without
marriage is soluble onJy ifthe true origrn
of the sexual mode of procreation is
unde$tood. The evolulionary gains
which arose lrom the polar relations of
the Sun and Moon beings is too geat to
be indifferently passed over. It is also
unavoidable and irreversible. We have
no altemative but to accept the facts, and

to move forward
understanding and
evolution.

towards greater
our next stage of

AESOLUI|E &
DEIfER.MIINISMI

by Eugene Filalliday

ou want to know about the nature of
the Absolute? The Latin 'absolutus'

means 'loosened, or freed from'. The
basic idea ofthe Absolute is 'that ftom
which all limits have been washed away.
By 'limits' we mean any conditioning or
restricting facton. The form of a thing is
a limit on the substance of that thing. If
we model some clay into the form of a
horse, we have limited that clay to horse-
form; we have not allowed it to be dog or
cat form. Or serpent or eagle form. Every
time we impose a particular form on a
substance we have excluded other forms
i r  - idLr  L ' r ,A  haan

Now, at the basis of all material lbrmed
things there is a substance which is the
same in all things. As long as a thing is
formed, if we fix our mir:d on the form of
that thing. it may divert our attention
from the real nature of the substance of
the thing. If we allow this to happen we
cannot know the absolute nature of the
substance itself, as it is in itself, apart
from formal limitations.

A man and a woman differ formally,
that is, that have a different form or
shape ofbody. From the differertforms
they have they tend to function different-
ly, Form andfunctioz are very intimately
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connected. But form and function are
both limiting factors. One form functions
in a different way lrom another form.
Each formal limit imposes a limit on its
function.

Thus all particular forms and
functions are not absolute. They are
relative, They can be related to each
other.

But the Absolute is not relative. It
camot be related to forms and functions
as these are related to €ach other. The
Absolute is not limited by specific forms
and functions. The nearest concept we
gain to the Absolute is that of infinite
power, power unlimited by any binding
form, power whose only attribute must
be expressed by pure positivity, pure
unadultemted Yes-ness.

To act absolutely is to act freely, un-
conditioned by any limiting factors
whatever. To think absolutely is to think
without restraint of specific ideas. To
feel absolutely is to feel without part-
icular preferences for this or that thing.
To will absolutely is to will without
being deterred by obstacles of any kind.
Add together all these and conceive them
to be infinite. Call this l&e Absolute.

The Absolute so defined is not the
merely abstract idea found in certarn
kinds of philosophy. It is the real
Absolute, the Absolute which is the real
source ofall relative, created beings, all
stars, suns, planets, life-forms, plants,
animals and men.

Now it is easy to see what is meant
by the words, "In Him we live, move,
and have our being". This "Him" is the
Absolute, the only infinite and supreme
God, the true infinitely worshipful ultra-

being of beings. Without the power of
this Absolute nothing has any being or
reality, nothing can exist or act.

This brings us to the question of
Determinism.

Determinism means that the ends or
final conditions ofthings are hxed ftom
their origin, that the beginning ofa thing
contains its end in itself and all the steps
in it. In a pure determinism there is no
possibility of fieedom unless we say that
the determinism we are thinking ofis the
self-determinism ofa b€ing offree will.

We can thus distinguish two kirds of
determinism:

l. The mechanical determinism of
things that are inanimate and thus cannot
avoid interacting with each other.

2. The volitional determinism of
animate beings possessed of llee will, by
which they can choose between altem-
atives offered.

The first kind of determinism appLes
to all mechanical things, including our
own skeleton. Our elbows and knees
bend one way but not the other. All our
merely physical functions come under
this heading.

The second kind of determinism, that
ofvolition, is found only in those living
beings which possess the power of
conscious reflexive willing. By this we
mean the power ofthe conscious will to
reflex itself, to bend back upon itself, to
release itself from the limiting effects
which are formally recorded within the
substance of one's being.

We see that in the free self-
determinism ofthe living reflexive being
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is the key to understanding of your
questions.

Every living being with a
potentiality of free-willed action may
develop this potentiality, and so assume
active authority over the future.

A human being has a high
potentiality offree will. This potentiality
can be actualised only though the
conscious realisation ofthe real nature of
ftee will.

Free will is sentient power uncon-
ditioned by the records of its experience
stored up inside it. Sentient power rs
power that feels aad knows itself, power
that can det€rmine its mode of action
from within itself, in-dependently of
whatever stimuli are or may be presented
to it from outside.

To become free iiom the stored-up
records of experience within the being, it
is necessary to become conscious of
them. It must be seen that any bondage
that exists and conditions the reSponses
ofa living being has come into existence
ftom a faulty response of that being to
some stimulus-situation.

The faulty response is a natural
resultant oflack of alertness whilst being
subjected to an experience.

In every experience a ceftain amount
of energy passes from the environment
into the organism of the receiving being,
the being undergoing the experience.

If the being undergoing the
experience is very alert, the incoming
stimulus can be properly dealt with, its
significance seen, its forms properly
filed in the intellect.

But if the being, for any reason
whatever, cannot deal adequately with
incoming stimulus-energies, these
energies bypass the intellect and produce
records ofthe experience below the level
of the intellect. Such sub-intellectual
records are what we call engrams.

Sub-intellecrual records, with thejr
hidden feeling-charges, may dictate the
mental stale of a being. may determine
the moods, emotions, thoughts and
actions of a being, without clearly
displaying their nature in consciousness.
This is a determinism identical in
principle to the mechanical determinism
earlier discussed. To break this
determinism a being must oppose it with
the determinism offree will. There must
be a free-willed decision within the
centre of the being to prefer fieedom to
the bondage of the engrammic situalion
within the being. This decision in its
simplest form, is simply a preference for
health over disease, wholeness over
partial responses. Given this preference,
the being has taken the fint step towards
freedom ftom the engrarnmic situation.
Persistence in the pursuit ol freedom
must bring its reward. Where this
persistence remains ultimate fieedom is
inevitable.

Once freedom is really preferred,
doorways begin to open in the mind.
New questions arise, new answers are
given. The mind progresses towards a
state in which the old engmrnmlc
bondage no longer exists.

Ultimately it is seen clearly that
there is no bondage but the bondage of
the will to the records of its own earlier
decisions. The inertias that rule the body
are only records in the organism of
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previously willed actions.

This is what is meant by the
statement: "It isn't what we do; its what
we become in doing it".

F-.\ITHF'UL II{
LIIfTLE

'Iraithful in little, faithful i 

 

hluch. "

Jf one undertakes to do a little thing,
Iand makes oneself do it simply be-
cause one has declared that it is to be
done, then when one undertakes to do a
bigger thing, it is more likely to be done
than if one had failed to do the little
thing.

"Ifyou want something doing, ask a
busy man to do it" - he will make time
to do it. If you ask a not-busy man, his
unbusiness will tend to make him forget
it or pospone il. A man used to doing
things efnciently will find time if he
undertakes to do so, for his nervous
system is geared to work. A man who is
not used to working has a neryous
system unequipped to vr'ork, so that even
if he promises to do something, the
probability ofdoing it is small.

Well todden nerve paths easily
carry messages. Unused nerve paths fail
to respond easily to stimuli. E.H.

DEF'INITIONI

\f, /e do not define things, relations of
Y V things, events, etc., but the limits

ofapplication ofterms. The things ofthe
world axe defined by the energies that
operale to create and keep them in being.

The only time we can legitimately
claim to define things is when we engage
in creative work, as in the arts or crafts,
where we start with a substance and by
appllng energy ard skill to it formulate
it definitively and deliberately in some
way.

When we use language, it is not the
things that our words are intended to
refer to that we define, but the limits of
application of these words. We do not
define a triangle, but we define the area
of application of the word "triangle".

Many problems vanish if we
remember this rule. For example, in
philosophy it is generally said that
consciousness is not definable. But we
can define the limits of application of
this term. We can say that the word
"consciousness" shall be used wherever
the contents of a zone of sentience are
analysed into discrete forms, kept
separate ftom each other, and yet related
by their similarities and dissimilarjties.
We can hold together all circumscribed
forms, similar in that they are bounded
by a line, and yet distinguish them, as
circles, squares, trianglos, etc.

E.H.
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ery sadly we have to announce the
death on 22'd May of Elizabeth

Campbell, former Matron of Cheadle
Royal Hospital. Elizabeth met Eugene
when he was working with staff at the
hospital, and remained for the rest of her
life one of his most faithful adherents.
She was a faithful, quiet, and retiring
presence at Parklands and Tabley for
many years. We shall miss her, and we
wish her well on her ioumev.

POEMI FOR
ELIZAtsElIH

by Zero Matrlowe

I see you lying there on the bed
Still. No livin-s breath movins vou.
Ouiet. No lilti-ns voice speakinl you.
Beautiful in vorir self-comooseZ death.
We talk. include vou in orir memories
Ofthe sblf we knbw to be you.
Now. this selfthat was vourself
Has left- Has vacated rts snell.
Joumeying on. ever-moving to firlfil
Your Soufs God-eiven tas[. to becomc
I rulv sell-rellexrvelv Y orrlsell.
Salul6 !

l1 oou. .. trvo vignettes of the
fLpsychographic portraits of
Benjamin and Boudicca by EH which we
mentioned in the last issua. Ifyou wish
to add these to your portfolio, they are
available in the same lormat as all the
other portraits. Price is Four Pounds
each, available ftom the address shown
on the right.

Jf you have material relevant to the
Iwork of Eugene Halliday which you
would like us to consider for publication,
please send it to us by l5'h August 1998.
Articles, poems, letters, notes, pictures;
all are welcome.

The Lord shall steer me
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